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Abstract

The first essay studies the impact of access to state-run modern Islamic schools on girls’ educational attainment, fertility, and labor market participation in Turkey. In contrast to secular schools, Islamic schools in Turkey offered a hybrid curriculum that also included religious instruction, a more conservative school environment, and a more tolerant attitude toward the use of headscarves. Islamic schools expanded rapidly in the mid-1970s, and girls achieved the legal right to attend these schools after a ruling by the secular highest administrative court in 1976. Exploiting the variation in exposure to Islamic schools across districts and cohorts, I find that girls exposed to Islamic schools were more likely to complete lower and upper secondary school, while the corresponding effects for boys were small and nonsignificant. Moreover, affected women had lower fertility and higher labor force participation during early adulthood. My results suggest that making educational institutions inclusive toward culturally excluded groups by eliminating cultural barriers to education help to keep these groups in school and integrate them into public life.

The second essay studies the impact of the establishment of state-run modern Islamic schools during the 1970s on electoral outcomes in Turkey. Exploit-ing the variation in exposure to Islamic schools across district centers and election years, I find that district centers with an Islamic school voted significantly more for Islamist parties after exposure to Islamic schools. The effect appears after prolonged exposure to Islamic schools, once affected student cohorts came of voting age. The faster increase in Islamist support is more pronounced in district centers with initial lower attachment to secularist parties that were right-wing strongholds. My findings indicate that policymakers with religious affiliations can utilize religious schooling as centers for the promotion of religious politics to achieve electoral success in secular electoral democracies.

The third essay studies the long-term impact of Christian missions in colonial Egypt on present-day electoral outcomes. I combine contemporary census and election data at the district level with historical information on the spatial distribution of Christian missionaries and Muslim Brotherhood branches in early twentieth-century Egypt. I document a robust negative association between proximity to historical Christian missions and the support for Muslim Brotherhood in the 2012 Egyptian presidential elections. I do not find any relationship between Christian missions and historical Muslim Brotherhood presence. Finally, I present evidence that missions’ lasting effect is partly explained by increased education and urbanization.
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Introduction

Over the past 20 years, economists have come to realize that culture is a central factor in the economic behaviors of individuals, from day-to-day decisions, to long-term economic growth, and to political choices. Among all cultural systems, religion undoubtedly gathered the most attention. (See Iannaccone (1998) and Iyer (2016) for surveys of the economics of religion.) Yet, there is little research on the economic and political consequences of the interaction between religion and educational institutions.

This dissertation involves closely linked three essays with the goal of shedding light on the economic and political consequences of religious educational institutions. The first two essays are closely attached, as they exploit the same quasi-experiment and quantitative methodology. While Essay 1 explores the economic consequences of access to state-run Islamic secondary schools in Turkey in the 1970s, Essay 2 examines the political consequences. Essay 3 studies the role of colonial Christian missionaries on contemporary politics in Egypt and its underlying mechanisms. Following is a brief summary of each essay.

Essay I: Removing Cultural Barriers to Education: State-run Islamic Schools and Girls’ Education in Turkey

As economists, we are interested in how broader social factors in formal institutions affect economic behavior. When it comes to education, the work done over the past couple of decades has shown that education is not only an investment for human capital but also an effective way to impart cultural identities and norms through institutions (Alesina and Reich, 2015; Ansell and Lindvall, 2013; Bandiera et al., 2019; Cantoni et al., 2017.). At the same time, parents also desire to transmit their cultural traits to their children (Bisin and Verdier, 2000, 2001). What happens if institutions’ cultural identities conflict with parents’ preferred identity of transmission? Theory suggests that parents may resist education by keeping their children out of school if it is not costly and enforced (Akerlof and Kranton, 2000, 2002; Carvalho and Koyama, 2016). Then, the question is whether making educational institutions inclusive toward culturally excluded groups would reverse such a cultural backlash and effectively keep those groups in the education system and decrease inequalities toward them.
This essay tackles this question by examining the access to state-run modern Islamic secondary schools in Turkey in the 1970s. Islamic schools expanded rapidly after the 1973 elections when a relatively small Islamist party mandated during the coalition talks the opening of already built or half-built Islamic school buildings by local effort, which previous governments did not give opening permissions. However, girls only achieved their legal rights to participate in Islamic schools after an unexpected ruling by a highly secular judicial body in 1976. As a result of these two events, the enrollments in Islamic schools increased sharply for both genders, but almost threefold for boys relative to girls.

To empirically assess the impacts of access to Islamic schools, I construct a new data set that contains the locations and founding years of the Islamic schools built by 1980 and combine it with a nationally representative 5% micro-sample of the 1990 population census. Then, I employ a difference-in-differences strategy by exploiting the variation in exposure to Islamic schools across district centers and cohorts. The main idea is that older cohorts living in both treated and comparison district centers were not exposed to Islamic schools—since they were already past secondary schooling age—and only the younger cohorts living in a treated district center were exposed to the treatment after the access to Islamic schools. Exploiting this quasi-exogenous variation, I find that when Islamic schools became available as an alternative to secular schools, the likelihood of completing lower and upper secondary school increased for girls. At the same time, effects for boys were systematically smaller and statistically nonsignificant. These findings imply that while Islamic schools effectively induced religious parents to keep their daughters in the education system—who would otherwise drop out after primary education—they mainly enabled some parents to substitute secular schools with Islamic ones for their sons.

Moreover, I find that affected female cohorts had lower fertility and higher labor force participation during early adulthood. Overall, my results imply that access to Islamic schools had an empowering effect on women by keeping girls from religious families within the school system and incorporating them into public life. Thus, relaxing strictly secular institutions, which excluded religion from the public sphere, had achieved to have progressive outcomes for some girls from religious families, which was one of the original aims of the Turkish republic’s secularization efforts.

This essay makes several novel contributions. It provides the first causal evidence that the culturally inclusive design of education systems may reverse cultural backlash, increase the education levels of culturally marginalized communities, and decrease inequalities. This essay is also the first to show that providing a culturally safer school environment that eliminates religion-based participation barriers to education may effectively keep girls in schools and improve their outcomes related to women’s empowerment in a conservative and low-income context, where girls’ participation in secondary education is strikingly low. In that regard, this essay is the first to study the causal link between modern Islamic schools and outcomes related to women’s empowerment.
Essay II: Religious Schools and Voting: Evidence from State-run Islamic Schools and Political Islam in Turkey

Essay I provides evidence that Islamic schools may benefit girls’ schooling and their integration into public life and labor markets. What were the political consequences of exposure to Islamic schools in those treated district centers? This is a natural follow-up question that immediately comes into mind after the first essay due to the use of education for nation-building purposes by the political elite. Beginning from the 19th century, many states have introduced secular mass schooling and compulsory schooling laws to curb the influence of religion on political and public institutions. Since then, the provision of religious education by the state has been a central debate in politics. Previous literature shows that religious institutions—broadly defined—in Islam and Judaism contribute to the strengthening of sectarian religious parties. Yet, there isn’t any empirical evidence establishing the direct causal link between state-run religious schools and voting behavior in electoral democracies.

This essay leverages the same quasi-experiment as the first essay and studies the consequences of access to state-run Islamic secondary schools during the 1970s on electoral outcomes in Turkey. To isolate the causal effect of Islamic schools on electoral outcomes, I exploit the variation in exposure to an Islamic school across district centers and election periods in a difference-in-differences framework. I compare the electoral results in district centers with and without an Islamic school over a period between 1969 and 1995.

I find that district centers with an Islamic school voted significantly more for Islamist parties after exposure to Islamic schools. I find no effect on the first election held shortly after the Islamic school expansion indicating voters do not reward openings or short-run benefits of Islamic schooling. The effect emerged after the first students came voting-age and prolonged exposure to Islamic schools, allowing sufficient duration for local mobilization. In the most conservative specification, the increase in Islamist party vote share after exposure is, on average, 1.8 percentage points, or about 15% relative to the mean. The magnitude of the treatment effect is substantial, as it explains about 30% of the surge in Islamic party support in treated district centers between 1973 and 1995. Overall, mainstream secular center-left parties were the electoral losers of Islamic school access. This result is driven by the localities with an initial lower attachment to secular party politics. This essay also rules out several alternative explanations, including increased visibility of Islamic brotherhoods in public life, economic liberalization, and geographic sorting.

This essay contributes to the literature on the role of religious institutions on political support for religious parties. It provides the first evidence on the direct causal link between exposure to state-run religious schools and the electoral support for religious parties in a secular electoral democracy. Therefore, the findings of this essay shed light on the incentive of political actors with religious affiliations to promote religious education to achieve electoral success.
Essay III: The Mission and the Brotherhood: The Role of Colonial Christian Missionaries on Contemporary Politics in Egypt

A broad range of studies in economics and political science literature documented that their investments had long-term economic and political consequences in today’s world across different continents contexts (Valencia Caicedo, 2019; Waldinger, 2017; Nunn et al., 2014; Calvi et al., 2020; Calvi and Mantovanelli, 2018; Cage and Rueda, 2020; Bai and Kung, 2015; Castello-Climent et al., 2018). Specific to political consequences, exposure to historical Christian missionaries is positively associated with democracy, political participation, nationalist backlash, and state capacity (Woodberry, 2012; Lankina and Getachew, 2012; Owolabi, 2015; Wantchekon et al., 2015; Cage and Rueda, 2016; Henn et al., 2021; Mattingly and Chen, 2021; Dulay, 2021). Have Christian missionaries had any repercussions in contemporary politics going beyond political participation and democratization, shaping the current world’s political environment and institutions?

This essay investigates historical Christian missionaries’ role in Egypt on contemporary electoral support for Islamist movements. Initially, Christian missionaries arrived in colonial Egypt to convert Muslims and indigenous Copts to their denomination. Along the way, they also provided education, health, and other welfare services in the regions they operated to win the hearts and minds of locals. This essay leverages several historical and contemporary datasets consisting of information on historical locations of Christian mission stations and Muslim Brotherhood branches and contemporary electoral results and demographic characteristics.

To empirically assess the role of historical Christian missionaries on contemporary support for Islamist movements, I estimate an econometric model of electoral outcomes in the 2012 Egyptian presidential elections—such as Muslim Brotherhood and Islamist’s combined vote shares—on the logged distance between a district’s centroid and the nearest Christian mission station. After controlling for geographic, historical, and time-invariant governorate characteristics, I find a robust positive (negative) link between distance (proximity) to a mission station and electoral support for Islamist movements. In the most demanding specification, a 1 percent increase in distance (proximity) to a mission station is associated with a statistically significant 2.3 percentage points increase (decrease) in the first-round vote share of the Muslim Brotherhood candidate and a 3 percentage points increase (decrease) for all Islamists combined. Importantly, I find no relationship between historical Muslim Brotherhood presence and neither contemporary Islamist support nor historical Christian missionary exposure.

What were the mediators behind the association between the historical Christian missionary exposure and contemporary political outcomes in Egypt? I show that increased education and urbanization explain about half of the association between the historical Christian missionary exposure and support for Islamist candidates. I further rule out that religious conversion or historical religious competition were underlying mechanisms of my findings. Nonetheless, the un-
explained parts of the association between missionary exposure and contemporary Islamist support—due to data limitations—demand further analysis for other relevant mediators behind my results.

This essay makes several novel contributions by showing that historical Christian missions may have repercussions in contemporary politics beyond political participation through voting behavior, therefore, shaping the modern-day political environment and institutions. I also show that, even in the absence of religious conversion, competitor religious institutions may weaken the support for religious parties of opposite denominations as a result of socio-economic transformation in the society due to their investments in education and other welfare activities.


